In 1971, Paul Harris pioneered the modern version of the "black rage" defense when he successfully defended a young black man charged with armed bank robbery. Dubbed "one of the most novel criminal defenses in history" by Vanity Fair, the black rage defense is enormously controversial, frequently dismissed as irresponsible, nothing less than a harbinger of anarchy. Consider the firestorm of protest that resulted when the defense for Colin Ferguson, the gunman who murdered numerous passengers on a New York commuter train, let on that it was considering a black rage defense.

Harris here traces the origins of the black rage defense back through American history, recreating numerous dramatic trials along the way. He recounts in vivid detail how Clarence Darrow introduced the notion of an environmental hardship defense in 1925 while defending a black family who shot into a drunken white mob that has encircled their home. The black rage defense forces us to grapple with questions the criminal justice system simply does not want to hear. Why does a person commit a crime? What is society's responsibility for shaping a nonhabitual offender? If societal factors such as class, poverty, and discrimination do shape us, does this in any way mitigate an explosive, uncharacteristic crime of violence?

Emphasizing that the black rage defense must be enlisted responsibly and selectively, Harris skillfully distinguishes between applying an environmental defense and simply blaming society, in the abstract, for individual crimes. Invoking such a defense in the case of Colin Ferguson would have, in Harris' words, sent a "superficial, wrong-headed, blame-everything-on-racism" message. Careful not to succumb to easy generalization, Harris also addresses the possibilities of a "white rage" defense and the more recent phenomenon of "cultural" defenses. He illustrates how a person's environment can, and does, affect his or her life and actions, how even the most rational person can become criminally deranged, when bludgeoned into hopelessness by exploitation, racism, and relentless poverty.

Paul Harris worked with the San Francisco Community Law Collective for sixteen years, during which time he was described as one of the best criminal defense lawyers in America. A past president of the National Lawyers Guild, he is Charles Garry Professor of Law at New College’s public-interest law school in San Francisco.

Editorial Reviews:

Harris was a partner at a small, radical San Francisco law firm in 1971 when he was encouraged by a community activist to represent a young black accused of bank robbery who had grown up in poverty and was unable to support his family. Arguing that Steven Robinson suffered from what psychiatrists at the time termed a transient situational disturbance, Harris convinced the jury that the defendant "cracked up" because of temporary situational stresses that were the culmination of racial and class oppression. The jury acquitted Robinson, and other lawyers began to use this "black rage" defense. Harris traces the history of this strategy, explaining when, where, and how it can be applied. Obviously useful for criminal defense attorneys, his book at a deeper and more profound level illustrates the degree to which social and economic hardship and deprivation can justify human misconduct. Recommended for public and academic law collections.
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Harris is a leading proponent of the black rage defense strategy; that background alone would make this book worth reading, but his brilliant explication of the controversial defense strategy makes it important as well. Known for his defense of Huey Newton in the '60s, and recently for handling the surrender and defense of Stephen Bingham, the fugitive lawyer accused of passing George Jackson the gun that touched off his bloody escape attempt at San Quentin (Liberatore ), Harris states that the black rage defense allows the lawyer to bring the "racial reality of America into the court by presenting 'social context' or 'social framework' evidence." Harris' cogent argument answers such critics as Alan Dershowitz (see The Abuse Excuse [1994]) by establishing historical precedent, beginning with William Henry Seward's defense of the black William Freeman in 1846, and by dramatizing the effects of social ills through literary examples from classic social realism novels such as Ann Petry's The Street and Willard Motley's Knock on Any Door. A reasoned and complete explication of a controversial topic.
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